Optimal design of edible areca catechu slicer based on TRIZ
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Abstract. In order to realize the automatic operation of slicing areca in the areca industry, on the basis of existing areca slicer, and innovative areca slicing test prototype was designed, this test prototype can adjust the effective working parameters of areca slicing force to realize uniform slicing. In this paper, Hainan tobacco fruit areca is taken as study object to make theoretical analysis of areca slicing, the main factors of slice vibration are that the slicing force is too large based on TRIZ and the sliding cutting mode is used for experiment. The test results show that: in the 100% uniform success slicing, the cutting force when cutting was lower than the traditional tangent force, which effectively reduced the 115~186 N in slicing process. The stability of the whole machine is improved. Thus, the results of this study can be effectively applied to the actual production, and provide reference for the development of areca automatic slicing and similar material slicer.

1. Introduction

Areca is a popular leisure product, which enjoys the "green gum" reputation, its production areas are mainly concentrated in tropical and subtropical regions as well as China's Hainan, Taiwan. Taking Sanya city, Hainan as an example, as of the end of 2015, the areca planting area was 5619 hectares, with an increase of 3.8%, and the annual output value was up to 100 million yuan, and in the next 5 to 10 years, the Areca plantation of China will increase at an annual rate of 10% to 25%, and the areca industry output value will be up to 10 billion yuan, with high economic efficiency and stability\textsuperscript{[1-3]}.

Areca can be eaten fresh and eaten after a series of deep processing, and the edible areca in current market are mainly the tobacco fruit Areca after deepening process, after deep processing of Areca, it can significantly improve the edible value of Areca. Deep processing of tobacco fruit Areca is mainly: Seed selection, smudging, infusing, slicing, kernel moving, adding bittern, drying, packing, etc.\textsuperscript{[4-5]}. Therefore, in order to improve production efficiency and reduce production cost, the mechanical automation of areca slicing has become the inevitable choice of the market.

In view of the existing problems in the vibration of areca slicing machine, this paper analyzes the function of TRIZ theory, and concludes that the vibration is caused by the excessive cutting force between the cutter and areca. This paper takes Hainan tobacco fruit areca as slicing object, designs and develops the edible tobacco fruit areca slice test prototype, compared with traditional tangent slicing machine, the sliding cutting operation is finally selected to ensure high quality and high efficiency in the areca slicing process, and improve the stability of the whole machine.

2. Vibration analysis of areca slicer based on TRIZ

2.1 System Component Analysis

As shown in Figure 1, the areca slicing machine is mainly divided into the areca feed section and the areca section. The areca slicing system is shown in table 1.
2.2 Interaction Analysis
As shown in table 2, + means that there is interaction between components, blank means there is no interaction between components and then analysed based on components.

Table 2 component interaction table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Areca</th>
<th>Cutting tool</th>
<th>Clamp block</th>
<th>Bracket</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Areca</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting tool</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clamp block</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bracket</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Function Model Analysis
As shown in figure 2, there is interaction between cutting tool and areca-nut, cutting tool cut areca, areca's reaction to cutting tool, thus slicing force is too large, and areca slicer vibration. Then interaction is analysed by function model analysis and slicing process is analyzed by causal chain analysis and sliding cutting mode is used for experiment.

2.4 Causal Chain Analysis
As shown in figure 2, slicing force is too large, and causes the vibration of the whole machine section. As shown in figure 3, through the cause and effect chain further analysis, the areca slicing process in the cylinder speed is large, the tool edge angle is large and the tool itself material weight and so on, and then slice force is too large.
Through causal chain analysis, cylinder pressure, quality of cutting tool and cutting edge of tool itself a large angle cause areca slicing force which is too large. Therefore by changing angle of cutting tool edge to change the actual cut into the cutting edge of the blade angle and then reduce the cutting force.

Figure 3 Schematic diagram of causal chain analysis

3. The Structure and Working Principle of Areca Slicing Test Prototype

In order to improve the slicing effect and reliability of the areca slicer. In this paper, edible areca slicer is taken as a test platform, the structure as shown in figure 4. Edible slice prototype mainly consists of areca slicing section and areca clamp, and the areca clamping parts is the test operating platform, consisting of clamping block, movable clamping block, plane stress sensor and lead screw; areca slicing section consists of step motor synchronous belt slide, air cylinder, slicing, sliding cutting connecting piece. In the experiment, the different sliding cutting angle $\theta$ is adjusted by changing the slide speed $V_x$ and cylinder speed $V_y$, as shown in figure 5. And high precision display tester is used to record the test data by the force sensor to measure the size of shear slip.

Figure 4 Schematic diagram of areca slicing test bench  Figure 5 Schematic diagram of slip cutting

Note: $V_x$ is straight slide speed; $V_y$ is cylinder speed, cylinder speed; $\theta$ is sliding cutting angle

4. Areca Slices Prototype Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cutting speed/(mm·s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Cutting angle/$(^{\circ})$</th>
<th>Cutting force/N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>470</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During experiment, first, to adjust the working parameters of areca slicing machine, in other conditions unchanged, selecting different sliding cutting angle for slicing test to observe areca slicing effect, and the slicing force data is recorded, as shown in Table 3, the test site as shown in figure 6.
5. Summary

Areca slice force size is taken as experiment index to carry out theoretical analysis of areca slicing method, it is concluded that the cutting force of areca decreases with the increase of sliding angle; and prototype test results show: in the case of 100% uniform slices, the cutting force when cutting was lower than the traditional tangent force, which effectively reduced the 115~186 N in slicing process. And finally, the effect is good. The test results after optimization are shown in Figure 7.
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